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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

We wish to honour the Traditional Owners of the land 
on which we gather, and recognise them as custodians. 
We pay our respects to their elders - past, present and 
emerging - and acknowledge the important role Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people continue to play within 
the community.

Sovereignty was never ceded.

Welcome Home! I’m so glad you finally made it here! You’ve been gone so long. More than 
700 days have passed since our community last gathered in communion on the lands of 
the Bigambul and Kambuwal people. 

That’s 700 long nights since our feet last trod upon the dusty earth and cow dung of the 
Yelaborn state forest, boots pricked by thick brambles and cactus thorns. 

Time has run amok; unravelling in long months of lockdown and isolation. Movements 
have erupted and flooded onto the streets. Many lives have been lost, families and loved 
ones separated. Yet throughout it all, our communities have grown stronger. Banding 
together, we’ve supported and nurtured each other. Through the fierce storms and 
wildfires, we’ve resisted despair... we’ve honed in on our tools to flourish...to survive; to 
keep on creating, dreaming and loving.

This year the Paddock shall welcome home all the weirdest and wildest souls once more 
as we gather together to rejoice and reinvigorate. Reflecting on all that has come to pass 
since our last dusty concourse, Modifyre invites us to journey back further still. We shall 
delve into the riches and joys from Times gone past, weaving magic with the old and the 
new. Burners! This is the chance you’ve been waiting for. To dust-off your costumes and 
be regaled with heartfelt nostalgia and pungent cringe-worthy cheese. Baby, we’re here 
to burn. Get ready for an inferno like no other!

The Paddock awaits, it hasn’t forgotten.

With love, 
The Bug x

A message from the bugA message from the bug



Bubblearium is a magical performance theme camp - follow the trail of bubbles over the 
paddock to the land of sexy bubble time. 

Ride or fly in on your trusty steed to the Space Western S#!t Wine Bar for our pre-festivity 
cocktail hours daily from 3-5pm. Think western Saloon meets Star Wars Cantina!
A place to relax and enjoy a classy beverage before you start your night, engage in a horse race 
or a laser shoot out.
Most importantly Saturday we present ‘The BIG Dress Parade’ starting so frock up and head 
to Dilly Dally Parlour or just join us at Bubblearium for the ‘BIG Dress Ball!’
Our target audience is 15+ all creatures welcome but we are kiddy safe.

The Camp Of Loose Ends is a collaboration of beautiful “YOUnique” people from all walks of 
life, in a very comfy, grounded and non-clicky setting that looks perfectly chilled but has an 
up beat tempo to contrast. “Club soda” will lock you in for a wild time, or grab a “night cap” 
before hitting a cuddle puddle area. Expect anything and everything when gracing The Camp 
Of Loose Ends with your presence.

Camp Paprika and Love Camp join forces this year to provide burners with the spiciest of 
beats on the paddock! Night time and after-hours specialty! Nuff said, word to the bugs.

The shadows draw contrast and reveal hidden depths. Only through the Church are the 
acolytes set free from the fears and sins of unholy burner positivity. Alone here, through the 
power of our dark agency, will you escape the punishment of participation and the limitations 
of sparkled fancy. Here at the church we speak freely of the dark truths of what it means to be 
both human and burner. For we are the gloom that balances the burn.

Check out this year’s theme camps - the weird and wonderful collection 
of interactive, inclusive and participatory spaces and experiences that 
you can be part of. Pop in to find their full list of events.

Roll up, roll up, the stage has been set, for handstands & stretching, and yoga & sweat. For 
cuddles and laughter, for massage and chill. For letting an acrobat teach you a skill, And did we 
mention our big squishy floor? Curious yet? Come join us for more...

Babble-On Sound Lounge considers to define is to limit. Our camp evolves and continues to 
unfold each year, amorphously adapting to the progressive paddock. This year sees Babble’On 
host an enchanting swathe of satellite and roaming events while Babble’On Radio greets 
burners live from the paddock. We will be seducing the paddock in afternoons with our eclectic 
mix of beguiling funk, soul, disco, house, pysch, kraut, blues, dub, oddball and obscure oddities, 
balearic wonders and hiphop grooves, all whilst offering delicious beverages.
Our infamous subversive after-hours sonic experience will unfold via our vinyl only DJ’s serving 
up a concord for the post-minimal epoch and entangling dystopian sonic landscapes texturing 
murky low slung techno with house at featured “pop-up” and “takeover” events. Expect a lush 
noir cocktail of hypnotic lysergic narratives and complex euphonious dynamics from our 
selectors that usher those that know.

Welcome to Bazaar - a safe space for all! Read a book, find a quiet nook. Sit beside the fire, 
drink tea to your hearts desire! Games to play, open night and day.

Acrocurious

Babble'On Sound Lounge and Radio

Bazaar Tea House, Games & Library

Bubblearium

Camp Allegedly

Camp Of Loose Ends

love Paprika

Church of Belligerence

THEME CAMPSTHEME CAMPS THEME CAMPSTHEME CAMPS



Creatures of the Night

The Latin Quarter

Dilly Dally Parlour

Linda's Bar

Soap Opera

Sunset Ducks

The Alternative

Calling all witches vampires and monsters of teenage persuasion! Indulge your darkest 
desires* in the darkest hours (*desires include snacks, games & tunes).

S.A.L.S.A. The South American & Latin Stereotype Associaton present:
The Latin Quarter! .... Ay que rico!
We don’t know much about this theme camp, as in the true latin form of living in informality, 
they didn’t actually register. Their presence and shenanings are usually given away by shouting 
over salsa music.

Come one, come all, and join us in Dilly Dally Parlour!
While away your time in this queer post-apocalyptic frontier! Sip tea in the parlour and listen 
to the gramophone, dress up with other fabulous beings, or get mesmerised by the magic 
lantern show. Come after dark for some adults only events, gather by the fire and toast 
marshmallows, or simply just come and be.

Linda honey! Linda is here to bring a beautiful, colourful moveable bar to the paddock for you 
the thirsty people of Modifyre. This bar is stocked with healthy, non alcoholic mocktails and 
drinks to help keep you hydrated and happy. To cure those nasty hangovers or just to keep 
extra hydrated and healthy, Linda’s will have an assortment of fresh fruit mocktails (that will 
change daily), berocca and hydralites infused drinks, smiles and music.
And look out for Ginda, Linda’s evil twin... For one night only, serving the best of the best gin 
infused cocktails.
Find us rolling around the paddock from sunrise to sunset, and don’t forget to Lick it Linda!

Opera classics whilst showering the mess of the paddock off.

We are The Alternative. DNB CHIPTUNES 90S RAVE PSYTRANCE HAPPY HARDCORE. WE 
LIKE MUSIC.

Sunset Ducks Bar & Kitchen is where you will find all the tired, cranky, radically self-entitled 
DICs who built this city (on rock’n’roll). We’ve been on the paddock for a while now and we’ve 
forgotten what it’s like out in the default world, so don’t be put off if we look a little rough 
around the edges. Despite the smell, we really are a nice bunch once you get to know us. But get 
to know us you must! The Ducks is a quiet and respectable camp. We serve the rarest of Scotch 
and Irish whiskeys, accompanied with fine story-telling and a savvy wit. And pickles. Lots of 
pickles. So if you’re thirsty, come armed with a cup and a good yarn to keep our bartenders 
entertained. But be warned - if you ask for a Bundy & Coke, we might not hear you over the 
solar generator.

As an infamous man didn’t say “Sunset Ducks - where we serve your booze back to you.”

THEME CAMPSTHEME CAMPS THEME CAMPSTHEME CAMPS



Times Squared

Too Far Tequila Bar

Volley Ballin'

The crew behind Crop Psycles, The Wonky Queenslander, and Expressions Sessions presents: 
Times Squared. The camp aims to contribute visual, tactile, and auditory art, along with 
participatory workshops. The day time is an open and shaded space, with some amplified 
sound for workshops, meetings, and acoustic music. The night time is the electronic music 
bonanza we know and love. Thumping bass til late.

Too Far Tequila Bar - Anywhere, anytime
Keep your eyes open for the roving wooden bar.
Come say hi, have a drink and go too far!

Come and learn how to play volleyball with your coach, Raymond. Learn some skills, get a bit of 
exercise and take part in our friendly Modifyre Volleyball Tournament to see if your team will 
be #1 in the Paddock!

THEME CAMPSTHEME CAMPS artart
The healing power of connection

jellyfish ufo project

crystal clear intenti0ns

artist: Princess fiona

artist: mad / nelson donsky

Artist: Jungle Beans

Description: The Crystal Bowls represent us and remind us that we all have the healing power 
within. We are all as uniquely beautiful and powerful as each other in our diverse range of 
strengths and weaknesses. The fungi reminds us with the beauty of its Mycelium that we are 
all connected, and to all species. We are here to nurture, feed and help each other to grow, 
sharing our strengths, supporting and cherishing our weaknesses in a mutual symbiosis. It 
seems that at some stage society may have left this concept out in the paddock that time 
forgot. May we take our own nurturing Mycelium network and spread it far and wide, starting 
an epidemic and getting this world invigorated with this concept so the connection may never 
be forgotten again.
Type: Installation

Description: Reports are in of a UFO somewhere out on the paddock. This mysterious UFO 
is a bouncy fellow and resembles a giant jellyfish wafting gently in the breeze. A network of 
beaming ropes comes down from it, you are invited to gently pluck upon these strings and the 
jellyfish UFO will politely bob in acknowledgment.
Type: Installation

Description: Once upon a time in the paddock that time forgot there formed a crystal cluster. 
The serendipitous formation created a powerful tool for manifestation to bring forward 
intentions and wishes for past and future generations, bathed in the energy of sunlight by day, 
and projected into the universe with light shining through at night. The crystal will match the 
vibration of the intentions set and desired outcomes. It is a place to set your daily intentions 
and to offer them up to the forces that be. Participate by including your intentions at the 
cluster, and with all of our best wishes together the crystal vibration will be raised emanating 
healing rays to those who visit and beyond.
Type: Installation



artart

Community Webs

IUFO - Identified Unidentified Flying Object

Artist: RAD / El Cat

Artist: Russell Clarke / Team IUFO

Description: It could be made of wood, it could just be a figment of your imagination, a vessel 
for intergalactic tourists or another world government secret. Can it fly? That’s up to, do you 
have the technology to bring? Come visit the UFO, meet fellow alien travelers, plot your next 
trip to Alpha Centauri, proudly wear your tinfoil hat or just hatch a new conspiracy. BELIEVE!!
Type: Installation

Description: Celebrating the spaces in-between, the loving threads which have held us 
together through long months of lockdown and isolation, RAD invites burners to enter the 
maze and leave their blessing. A token for the loved ones and communities that have helped 
us thrive amidst the chaos and uncertainty of 2020. Yards upon yards of thick rope and fabric 
on which to share your gratitude, weaving spirals to aid us in the journey and the ritual of the 
Burn. Be sure to leave your blessing before the opening ceremony, to help welcome home all 
the weird and wonderful souls once more before the revelry unravels further.
Type: Participatory installation

artart

reabsorption

wheeling matilda

Mushroom Parade!

Artist: MarigoldMakesMistakes

Artist: Nico Mango

Artist: Holy Dooley

Description: Have you ever agonised over every consumer decision for your entire life only to 
realise systemic issues require systemic, not just individual solutions? If so, come atone and 
be reborn as part of the human collective.
Type: Installation

Description: Calling all bush musicians and/or jolly swagpeople.  Wheeling Matilda is a DIY 
music(?) maker that will either be an aural blessing or a curse. Armed, er, we mean equipped, 
with the latest 1920’s amateur instruments this is a curiosity for musicians and masochists 
alike. Did we mention (or could you guess?) that Wheeling Matilda is in fact a mobile art car? 
The emphasis on mobility will be more than apparent after we overstay our polite welcome at 
the ‘ducks. All amateur musicians are welcome. Professional musicians will also be tolerated.
Type: roving/modcar 

Description: Mushroom Parade! Love mushrooms? Love costumes? Love parades?! 
Mushrooms are amazing, yes? Magical. Otherworldly. Glow-in-the-dark! Natural and 
wondrous mycelium! From Disney’s Fantasia dancing mushrooms, fairy rings and nutritious 
edible delights – mushrooms are truly amazing! 
Make a mushroom costume to bring along, or attend the beanie decorating workshop before 
the parade. 
Type: Parade (see time table)

The God Phone
Artist: Taylor Woods

Description: Intergalactic telecommunications is only a phone call away. Try god phone today!
Type: Interactive installation



artart

FIRE ART
Artist: Taylor Woods

Create-a-sculpture
Artist: You (brought to you by the Art Team)

Description: Don’t feel left out, you too can contribute to the sculptures out on the paddock. 
Head to the location on the map and follow the prompts to add to the sculpture using the 
provided materials.
Type: Participatory installation

Description: Northern Rivers burn community HQ, ItalBurn, contributing visual delights 
of Fire Art. The Plastelier is an onsite installation involving the glassless chandelier, creepy 
through the day and illuminated in the night
Type: Installation/performance

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
wednesday

Happy Hello Morning Stretch
Acrocurious
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 
Roll up, roll in and unroll those mats of 
the soul! 
Feel free most sunny mornings to 
connect to yourself though bending 
that body, friends! Wake up... Breath 
deep... mostly easy postures and some 
challenging ones, all welcome! 
*Max hugs included

Babble’On Radio
Babble’On Sound Lounge and 
Radio 
7:00 AM - 10:00 PM 
Babble’On Radio will be broadcasting 
live from the paddock, greeting 
burners via the airwaves, providing 
tips, guest DJ mixes, weather, and live 
updates for the start of the 2021 burn! 
A link to stream the pirate radio will be 
posted the week of Modifyre, allowing 
all transient burners to tune in!



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
wednesday

Sunset Showdown with Post-
Apocalyptic Wild West Queers 
5:00 PM

Build Crew Hoe Down
Love Paprika
8:00 PM - 3:00 AM 
Paying homage to the love and efforts 
injected into the community by the 
Modifyre build crew! by throwing an 
opening night dance party! BYO cup 
Bar in operation at the start of the 
night !! 
DJ’s: 
Summers
DJ Pleasure
Sleepy G
More TBA

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
THURSDAY

Happy Hello Morning Stretch
Acrocurious
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 
Roll up, roll in and unroll those mats of 
the soul! Feel free most sunny mornings 
to connect to yourself though bending 
that body, friends! Wake up... Breath 
deep... mostly easy postures and some 
challenging ones, all welcome! 
*Max hugs included

Ambient Music Morning
Love Paprika
10:00 AM - 12:00  PM 
Start your Modifyre with a spot of 
mindfulness, or don’t, up to you. But 
it’s an excuse to play some blissed-
out ambient choons! Come, sit down 
and set your intentions for the burn 
while we curate the soundtrack! Don’t 
hesitate to bring your yoga mat and 
limber up if you wish.

DJ’s: Alex Hierl, MayoNess

Alignment Yoga
The Camp of Loose Ends
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM 
Align and Energize with Breath work, 
Meditation, Qi Gong, Yoga and Pilates 
fused with love by Amy Be (@Loose 
Ends sacred space)

Solar Wizardry at the Church
Church of Belligerence
12:00  PM - 1:00 PM
Ravin, Arch Wizard of the East’s, usual 
workshop about Electrickery for your 
camping or van needs etc.
Come be the light to his solar panel or 
the battery to his resistor. 
It’s actually FUN.



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
THURSDAY THURSDAY

The Bass Bug’s Loose Picnic
The Camp of Loose Ends
12:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Come get funky with the Bass Bug and 
the Loose Ends crew, out on the paddok 
with an old fashioned picnic! There will be 
prawns, bike blender cocktails and funky 
ass bass tunes. Don’t forget your picnic 
basket, your funky picnic attire, your cup 
and be prepared for an arvo boogie!

Time Pour 
Babble’on Take Over @ Camp Allegedly
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Natural Wine 101 “Isn’t all wine natural? 
I think you’ve been on the paddock too 
long hippy!” The Blatherskites join our 
new friends on the paddock this year to 
host a natural wine tasting info session 
at the shittest of wine bars, Camp 
Allegedly. Please join us for an short 
information session on natural wines and 
walking you through a small selection 
of minimal intervention lo-fi regional 
drops.  As always, the Babble’On DJ’s Dj 
McDJFace and MayoNess will be serving 
up a succulent selection of fine jazz, folk, 
blues, soul, afrobeat  to pair to our wines. 
Burners always bring a cup! 
 18+ Event.

Whats wrong with the world and why 
cant I make sense of it?
The Alternative
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Strategies for sense making and balance 
in an exponentially more complex reality.

Women’s dropping in circle
Camp of Loose Ends  
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Tea, sharing, releasing, connecting and 
empowering, for those identifying as 
women, space held by Amy Be (@ Loose 
Ends sacred space)

Wonk This Way 
Babble On Takeover @ Times Squared 
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Babble’On begin their takeover series 
at paddock veterans Time Squared (fka 
The Wonky Queenslander), with their 
resident DJs serving up their famed 
after-hours sound of minimal and techno.

Lazer Tag Battle
Creatures of the Night
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Pistols at Sunset!

Sound Check Night
The Alternative
8:00 PM - 3:00 AM 
Strictly audiophile technical discussion 
and chin stroking only. Dancing is only 
allowed for testing purposes. 
This is not intended to be a party, repeat, 
this is not a party.

Fleetwood Mac Night
Church of Belligerence 
9:00 PM - 11:00 PM
St Tyranny of the church treats our ears 
to the holy onslaught of the Mac.

Tom Waits at the Trash Chapel
Church of Belligerence 
10:00  PM - 11:00 PM
Well not Daft Punk but for sure Tom 
Waits will be at the Trash Chapel !
Sure you say, but what if it is true?
You wouldn’t want to miss out.



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
fr iday fr iday

Introduction to Acroyoga workshop 
(L-basing)
Acrocurious
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM 
Come and learn the basics of Acroyoga 
- partner acrobatics combined with 
yoga. Come and play with old friends, 
or turn up and make some new ones, no 
partner needed! Prerequisites: willing to 
try, laugh, get out of your comfort zone, 
fall (safely), look ridiculous, be fallen on 
(safely), and support.

RAD Disco Parade / Soul Train
11:00 AM

Naughty School Girl Party
The Camp of Loose Ends
12:00  PM - 5:00 PM
Byo your nautiest school girl outfit and 
join the fun and shit fuckery. 

Hoop Dance workshop with Justine
Bubblearium
12:30  PM - 1:30 PM

Drugs and the Festival Experience
The Alternative
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
You and your festival experience. Where 
do drugs fit in? or dont fit in? Lets explore 
and discuss together.

LGBTIQ+ Afternoon Tea
Dilly Dally Parlour 
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Connect with other LGBTIQ+ burners 
over tea and scones. Allies welcome!

Move and connect through ZenThai 
Shiatsu
Acrocurious 
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Join Linda Lou for a fun movement class to 
connect with each other and experience a 
short sequence of giving and receiving 
ZenThai Shiatsu Bodywork

CHAI & DYE
General Camping 
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
To uphold the tradition of Tie-Dye Friday 
at the burn, we will be holding a tie-dye 
workshop on Friday from 2pm. This will 
take place near the blue bus decorated 
with rainbow flags in general camping. 
Please bring your cup for some delectable 
chai tea, made with soy milk and honey.
Please bring your own garment, maximum 
2 per person. No sheets, or large pieces 
please!
Your garment must be made of either 
cotton, rayon, viscose, bamboo or linen; 
and only natural fibres.
It would be best if the item had been 
recently washed without any fabric 
softener.
We will supply the dye, gloves, equipment 
and newspaper.

***Please note, you will need to take the 
dyed garment home with you for rinsing, 
due to the quantities of water required 
to rinse the items, it is not feasible to 
do this on site whilst respecting the 
leave no trace principles.



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
fr iday fr iday

OPENING CEREMONY
Spiral Maze
4:00 PM
Part 1: Storytelling 
Part 2: Procession 
Part 3: Welcome to Country

Up Close magic with Nomad the 
Magician
Bubblearium
5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Come join Nomad for an intimate 
session of cheese, bubbly and an 
extraordinary magic show.

Lazer Tag Battle
Creatures of the Night
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Pistols at Sunset!

Effigy Party
Effigy Bar
8:00 PM
Enter the Spiders Lair. Brought to 
you by RAD (Radical Art Deployment) 
Team and Effigy Build Crew. 

Strictly Ballroom
The Alternative
8:00 PM - 3:00 AM 
Why dont you just dance like your 
‘spose to!”. Come along and dance 
however you bloody want! At Strictly 
Ballroom we will be playing DnB, 
Psytrance, Glitch, Chiptunes and we 
encourage new dance steps!
OPEN DECKS FROM 8PM to 10PM 
(must keep to theme)

UV Bubble Party
Bubblearium
8:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Throw on your neons and come pop 
some UV bubbles. Featuring lots of 
bubble tricks by Miss Bubbles. DJ 
Rachel bringing you the beats.

Mulled Wine Night
Love Paprika
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
Camping under the trees makes us all 
want to harness our inner creativity, 
unity, and natural talents for a curiously 
unique nighttime of fun. Spice up your 
evening with a warm cup of mulled wine 
around the campfire at Love  Paprika. 
BYO cup and ID essential (wine 
donations graciously accepted).

Punishment and Piety
Church of Belligerence
9:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
A drinking/punishment game involving 
a wizard, a barman and their bar, a nun 
and a flogger. At 8p.m we gather at 
the bar, a Wizard or Priest is standing 
there behind a tabernacle that has a 
roll of paper on it. As he numbers your 
sin and writes it down on the paper, he/
she decides on punishment with a nice 
flogging, or piety with a nice beverage. 
Serving 2 different types of cocktail: 
“Flaming Naked Dwarf”, and “Fuck 
you, Fuck off”. Delicious and minus the 
boogers this time. Think lo-fi and good 
hard chats. At midnight we read the 
sins in the town centre, whoever else is 
gathered will be encouraged to join us.

Escu Age
Babble’On Take Over @ Love 
Paprika 
11:59PM - 4:00 AM
Babble’On continue their wrath of 
lysergic sonic narratives with their 
resident DJs taking over Love Paprika 
with their famed after-hours sound of 
minimal and techno.
.



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
Saturday

Happy Hello Morning Stretch
Acrocurious
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 
Roll up, roll in and unroll those mats of 
the soul! 
Feel free most sunny mornings to 
connect to yourself though bending 
that body, friends! Wake up... Breath 
deep... mostly easy postures and some 
challenging ones, all welcome! 
*Max hugs included

Spicy Beats, Eats n Dranks
Love Paprika
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Like a spicy snack n a stomp? Come join 
us for a decadent morning of cocktails, 
good vibes house n disco tunas, and 
spicy snacks to top it off!

Buen apetite

Acoustic Sounds Sesh
Bubblearium
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Come and play or sit back and enjoy 
Modifyres talented muso’s!

Introduction to Acroyoga workshop 
(L-basing)
Acrocurious
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM 
Come and learn the basics of Acroyoga 
- partner acrobatics combined with 
yoga. Come and play with old friends, 
or turn up and make some new ones, no 
partner needed! Prerequisites: willing 
to try, laugh, get out of your comfort 
zone, fall (safely), look ridiculous, be 
fallen on (safely), and support.

Upside-down play date
Acrocurious
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Together we explore the play of 
handbalancing.  If you’ve never tried 
a handstand before or live most of 
your life upside down, come share a 
moment, a laugh and a high five!

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
Saturday

Happiness and Internal Balance as a 
permanent life structure
The Alternative
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Struggling with finding joy in the 
everyday? Just want to smile a little 
more and stress a little less? Maybe 
this talk is worth checking out..

Lucid Dreaming Q&A
The Camp of Loose Ends
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
How do I learn lucid dreaming? Can 
it enhance my waking life? Is reality 
just the dream of an eternal cosmic 
butterfly? Find out with lucid dreaming 
expert Dr Denholm Aspy!

The BIG Dress Parade hosted by 
Camp Allegedly
Dilly Dally Parlour
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Get your BIG DRESS ready!
Think hoop skirts, massive petticoats, 
panniers, crinolines, prom or wedding 
dresses, Priscilla Queen of the dessert 
- whatever takes your fancy.
Meet us at the Dilly Dally Parlour for 
some Iced (hard) Tea and cucumber 
sandwiches and before parading in our 
finest frocks

Medieval Lairding Ceremony
Bubblearium 
2:45 PM - 3:15 PM
In it’s fourth year, Modifyre royals, 
Baz and Rainbow And, hold their most 
prestigious of ceremonies at the burn. 
This is a gathering to honor a carefully 
selected awesome soul, who they have 
crossed paths with in the last solar lap.  
Please dress in your most fabulous 
finery for this most auspicious 
occasion. This event will take place 
between the Big Dress Parade and the 
Big Dress Ball!



STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
Saturday

The BIG Dress Ball @ Bubblearium
Camp Allegedly
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Join us at the Big Dress Ball in your 
finest large frock, wedding or prom 
dress, crinoline, hoop skirt, the bigger 
the better! Get ready to spin me right 
round baby, as we twirl around the 
dancefloor to our guest DJ, Rio and her 
funky tunes!

Town Banquest - Soundtracked by 
Babble’On
The Heart
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Keeping in tradition, the Babble’On 
DJ’s will be soundtracking the Town 
Banquet at the Heart before the 
effigy (and all of us) gets lit. All Theme 
Camps are encourage to meet, dine, 
coalesce and share a moment during 
the pandemonium of the burn. Pot luck 
dinner, bring a dish and serving utensils 
please.

RAD Disco Parade
Dilly Dally Parlour
5:00 PM 

EFFIGY BURN!
Effigy
7:00 PM 
Disco Inferno

PLUR Party
The Alternative
8:00 PM - 3:00 AM
90s Rave Music All Night. Dust off 
your rave pants for your favourite 
trance anthems and happy hardcore.

OPEN DECKS FROM 8PM to 10PM 
(must keep to theme i.e. pre-2005).

Midnight at The Church
Church of Belligerence
Midnight
Something special will happen. 
Be there or miss it.

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
Sunday

Happy Hello Morning Stretch
Acrocurious
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 
Roll up, roll in and unroll those mats of 
the soul! 
Feel free most sunny mornings to 
connect to yourself though bending 
that body, friends! Wake up... Breath 
deep... mostly easy postures and some 
challenging ones, all welcome! 
*Max hugs included

High Tea at High Noon hosted by Rad 
Danger
Camp of Loose Ends 
12:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Sit. Be.
Join us and take a moment to 
celebrate being, together, with some 
high tea!
As we elevate to our knowledge and 
highest selves.
Dress Code: Kimonos (or the like).

Upside-down play date
Acrocurious
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Together we explore the play of 
handbalancing.  If you’ve never tried 
a handstand before or live most of 
your life upside down, come share a 
moment, a laugh and a high five!

Future of Australia’s Electricity Grid
The Alternative
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Australia’s Electricity Grid is changing. 
What will it look like in 10-20 years? 
Will it be renewable? Lets discuss.



Sunday
STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO

Grand Final Paddock Tournament
Volley Ballin’
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Join Modifyre Volleyball Tournament 
to see if your team will be number 1 on 
the whole wide Paddock!

Sexy Sunday Cabaret
Bubblearium
2:30 PM - 4:30 PM
A sunday show that will leave you hot 
under the collar, come cheer on your 
sexy burner freeks whilst they get 
naughty on stage.

Bush Tea Time
Dilly Dally Parlour
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Join us for billy tea and damper around 
the fire. BYO cup and plate.

Space Western S#!t Wine Bar
Camp Allegedly 
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Come in your finest chaps or in your 
space saloon-girl lingerie and join us 
in the S#!t Wine Bar Space Lounge 
- a place to relax and enjoy a classy 
beverage before you start your night 
out on the paddock. Sample our space 
wine tasting or try our fancy space 
wine cocktails!

Dram Drop
Sunset Ducks invites Babble’On
Sunset Ducks
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Babble’On have a passion for smooth 
music on vinyl and single malt whiskey. 
We invite you to enjoy some of our 
favourite drams at Sunset Ducks while 
we soundtrack the experience.

TEMPLE BURN
Temple
7:00 PM 

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
random t imes

Pop-Up Paddock Ponitification - Babble’On 
Flavoured
Babble’On Sound Lounge and Radio
Babble’On will be setting up the decks in a 
series of random pop-up events around the 
paddock this year, designed to encourage 
burners to seek and you shall find! Vinyl = 
Mandatory. Vibrations = Chai!

Wisdoms of the Belligerent
Church of Belligerence
Beyond the dust and psytrance of the chai 
tents, clear past the yoga and its radically 
enforced positivity, lies the wisdom of the 
belligerents. Our remote shrine to what is 
real and true. Also a place of cookies and 
destiny.

Tea and Games
Dilly Dally Parlour
Pop by the Parlour to play some board 
games, do a puzzle, some lawn games or a bit 
of craft while sipping tea.

Camp fire cooking
Dilly Dally Parlour
Are you hankering for some toasted 
marshmallows or a smoky sausage? Bring 
your food along when the fire is going and 
check in with the camp attendant who will 
show you our set up.

Dress Up Corner
Dilly Dally Parlour
Feel like experimenting, Have a last minute 
act or just want to feel awesome? Come 
try on some clothes at our dress up corner. 
Clothes are welcome to be worn around the 
burn, and returned at  the end of Sunday.

Linda’s Hydration Station and Good 
Vibrations
Linda’s Bar
Where and when: Right place at the right 
time

Latin Takeover
The Latin Quarter
A long brewing turf war is to be settled 
between the latins and the acquatic (foul) 
fowl. Listen out for whispers (or most likely 
unnecessary loud speaking) of a takeover.
On the second night look to the West.



random t imes
STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO

Twister en Espanol
The Latin Quarter
Come learn basic words in Spanish and sip 
on mate while playing Twister with us! Check 
The Heart event schedule for details.

Volley Ball Court near Times Squared
Volley Ballin’
Come and learn how to play volleyball with 
your coach, Raymond. Learn some skills, get 
a bit of exercise and take part in our friendly 
Modifyre Volleyball Tournament to see if 
your team will be #1 in the Paddock! Free 
play, all day with coaching sessions in the 
afternoon. Everyone is welcome!

Thursday-Sunday night
Time Squared
An afternoon spot for workshops. A late 
night destination for a drink and a dance.
Bar open for all the thirsty groovers.

Roving
Too Far Tequila Bar
Too Far Tequila Bar - Anywhere, anytime.
Keep your eyes open for the roving wooden 
bar.
Come say hi, have a drink and go too far!

Daily
Bazaar Tea House, Games & Library
Bazaar is a tea house, gaming space, library, 
workshop & jam space, and the Modifyre 
chill/safe space. We will be open 24/7 
(except burn nights - during the actual burns).
Our camp is an all ages space geared towards 
those looking for a quiet reprieve or a way to 
connect with other participants over a tea, 
a chat, a workshop or a game. There will be 
ad hoc workshops & all jammers welcome 
anytime!
We provide a comfy and cosy indoor area to 
escape the cold - decked out with gaming 
tables, cussions, lounges, and friendly crew 
to welcome you with a smile and hot cup of 
tea. Our outdoor frontage will have a fire pit 
and hammock to cater for both daytime & 
night time comforts.

Anytime
Church of Belligerence
Pop up drumming circle. When you here the 
drums come join in and bring your drums and 
other instruments.

STUFF  TO  DOSTUFF  TO  DO
random t imes

Daily - See Board for Opening Times
Soap Opera
Bringing hot showers to the dirty masses.

Daily
Creatures of The Night
Creatures of the Night is a space for 
teenagers to snack, play games and listen to 
music at night. We will have a comfy space, 
with a goth vibe, and did we mention snacks? 
We will have a sign to welcome in teens and 
tweens, and a bell tent or similar to keep us 
warm.

Daily
Jessie
If you hear the Ice Cream music. Come and 
get some.

Nightly
Jessie
If you’re cold and roaming the paddock. Pop 
in to Jessie for a nice warm chat before going 
on your way.

Daily
Informal Volly Booth @ The Heart
If you want to help out during the event but 
haven’t signed up already, come for a chat 
and we’ll find a soul fulfilling task for you 
anytime! 



the  heartthe  heart
ongo ing

THE ART THAT TIME FORGOT
exhibition
In line with this year’s theme, The Heart is planning an exhibition called “The Art That Time 
Forgot”. A series of photos and slideshows will celebrate the rich artistic history of Modifyre 
and nudge people to remember those paddock moments they might have forgotten or not 
had the pleasure of seeing yet. Grand opening at the Soiree.

Raw Ecstatic Silent Disco: Cacao & Guided Dance Healing 

Ranger training

workshop

training

9:00-10:30am
Alana

Imagine yourself immersed in an audio experience. Tracks designed to take you on a 
journey to open yourself into full expression and liberation. Through a pair of headphones, 
you will be taken into a portal of sound and a full body experience - imagine silent disco 
meets ecstatic dance meets ceremony and guided subconscious programming to connect 
to the truth of yourself. This is a healing journey of dance! We will open with a circle - please 
be on time as we cannot let you into the ceremony dance space after we have begun. 40 
people max.
Please bring a cup or mug for cacao - comfortable clothing to dance in - and drinking water.
40 people max

11:00 am - 2:00 pm
Brock

THURSDAY

the  heartthe  heart
Modifyre Mushroom Parade: Make a mushroom hat 

workshop
2:00 pm -3:0 pm
Holy Dooley

Love mushrooms? Love costumes? Love parades?! Mushrooms are amazing, yes? Magical. 
Otherworldly. Glow-in-the-dark! Natural and wondrous mycelium! From Disney’s Fantasia 
dancing mushrooms, fairy rings and nutritious edible delights – mushrooms are truly 
amazing!
Join Holy Dooley to make a beanie mushroom hat and join in the mushroom parade at 5pm, 
Thursday 8 July. Meet and mingle with other mushroom aficionados then parade around the 
paddock at sunset. Refreshments provided. Bring parade tunes to accompany us and wear 
your night lights. Mushroom love.  <3

acoustic original sets
performance
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Rachel

Soulful, heart centred, inspiring original songs by Rachel Laing.

Raw Ecstatic Silent Disco: Cacao & Guided Dance 

workshop
5:00 pm -6:30 pm
Alana

Imagine yourself immersed in an audio experience. Tracks designed to take you on a journey 
to open yourself into full expression and liberation. Through a pair of headphones, you will be 
taken into a portal of sound and a full body experience - imagine silent disco meets ecstatic 
dance meets ceremony and guided subconscious programming to connect to the truth of 
yourself. This is a healing journey of dance! We will open with a circle - please be on time as 
we cannot let you into the ceremony dance space after we have begun. 40 people max.
Please bring a cup or mug for cacao - comfortable clothing to dance in - and drinking water.
40 people max.



the  heartthe  heart
Theme camp soiree
Party
7:00 pm -10:00 pm
Hussy & The Heart Crew

The Heart should also represent the beating heart of Modifyre’s bursting Event Guide, and 
as such we invite the collaborative efforts of all our theme camps to show us what they’ve 
got, at the Theme Camp Soiree. A place to network with friends old and new, get a sneak 
peek of what we’re in for during the event and fill your cup both literally and figuratively! 
BYO your fanciest dress and cup (goblets encouraged) – it’s a goddamn soiree, after all.

No Bad Trips: A newbies guide to safe drug exploration 

Sensory Connection

Rad Flashmob

Workshop

Workshop

workshop

11:00 am -12:00 pm
Darren

Never taken substances recreationally? First time? Wondering what the fuss is about, 
afraid of the bad things you’ve heard? Or maybe you’d just like to learn how to make your 
psychedelic experiences better? A little spiritual, very playful, full of positivity. What to 
expect. How to be safe. 
Come and hear why we do what we do.

12:00 pm -1:00 pm
Larissa

Light connection flavoured games laced with sensory experience.

10: 00 am 

fr iday

the  heartthe  heart
Life Drawing Through the Ages
workshop
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Xan

A life drawing session which takes inspiration from eras gone by with equal lashings of suggestive, 

sexy and silly – honouring ‘Fashion That Time Forgot’. Come along as a model dressed (or undressed) 

as your favourite time period (past, present or future), a budding artist or simply an observer (with the 

consent of the group). All experience levels welcome. Some private parts may become public during 

this session.

Irish Folk tunes session
workshop
11:00 am - 12:00 pm 
Sarah

Come and play some folk tunes from Ireland and Scotland. Sheet music provided.

Saturday
Rad Flashmob
workshop
10: 00 am 



the  heartthe  heart
Bang the bangle!
workshop
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Millie

Make your own piece of jewelry as unique as you are! In this workshop you will learn the very first steps 

into jewelry making while crafting your own bangle out of recycled brass, and engraving meaning to it! 

Jewelry has the capacity to hold stories, this is yours to explore and make this festival unforgotten on 

a bangle that will travel through time and draw a smile on you...

Comprehensive Massage 
workshop
10:30 am - 1:00 pm 
Amy

Massage 101 basics to fascia flow mastery. Give and receive with this open flow, expertly led workshop 

in how to provide the perfect massage. A  burner fave run many times by Amy Be. Please bring a pillow 

or blanket (or several), partner up before or connect on arrival. Not suitable for dodgy knees.

Sunday

Conscious Connection 
workshop
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm 
Darren

Games, patterns and exercises. An introduction to tantric connection with ourselves and others. Come 

with a friend, partner, stranger, or we will help you find one when you arrive. And bring something 

comfy to sit on!

the  heartthe  heart
A Crystal Sound Journey 

Town Hall meeting 

workshop

meeting

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm 
Rachel

Experience a deeply restorative sound journey featuring Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls, voice, chimes 

and THETA Ocean Drum. Trust the harmonic frequencies to assist you in transmuting what no longer 

serves so that you can align and become an image of your highest self.

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
M odifyre Production Crew

A staple to our burn tradition, come along to hear a snapshot of the year that time forgot, as well 

as what’s in store for the future.  Those with any burning questions will have the opportunity to ask 

the Producers at our Q&A session.  This meeting is open to all in the village, especially those keen to 

helping shape our wonderful community but aren’t too sure how to get involved.

Monday
Farewell Potluck Breakfast
10: 00 am - 12:00 pm
Hussy and Xan

At the end of it all, when everything is drained except your cooler boxes, we open our doors and our 

tables for anything still edible to our potluck breakfast - so hungry venturers can fill their bellies 

before hitting the road to their next destination. All leftovers will be gifted to the pack-down crew.



Our Ph i losophy Our  Ph i losophy 

1. Radical Inclusion

Anyone can be a part of Modifyre, we welcome & respect the 

stranger.  No prerequisites exist for participation in our community.

2. Communal Effort

Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. 

We strive to produce, promote and protect social networks, public 

spaces, works of art and methods of communication that support 

such intention.

3. Participation

We are committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that 

transformative change, whether in the individual or in society, can 

occur only through the medium of deeply personal participation. 

Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is invited to play.

4. Immediacy

Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important 

touchstone of value in our culture. We seek to overcome barriers 

that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the 

reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact with 

a natural world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for 

this experience.

5. Radical Self-Expression

Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. 

No one other than the individual or a collaborating group can 

determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, 

the giver should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.

6. Radical Self-Reliance

Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely 

on his or her inner resources.

7. Gifiting

Modifyre is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is 

unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate a return or an exchange 

for something of equal value.

8. De-Commodification

In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to 

create social environments that are unmediated by commercial 

sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We resist the 

substitution of consumption for participatory experience.

9. Leave No Trace

Our community respects the environment. We are committed to 

leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We 

clean up after ourselves and endeavour, whenever possible, to leave 

such places in a better state than when we found them.

10.  Civic Responsibility

We value civil society. Community members who organise events 

should assume responsibility for public welfare and endeavour to 

communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also 

assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with 

local, state and federal laws.

11.  Consent

Consent respects the autonomy of the individual, who has the right 

to make their own choice about their own body, property, personal 

space and privacy.

12. Each On Teach One

Mastered the principles? Veteran burner? Then help us spread 

the word - we all have a responsibility to each other and to the 

wider community to educate our fellow participants about what is 

expected. Pick a buddy & guide them through the process.

Modifyre is understood not as an event, but as referring to a way of life 
involved consistently with the following principles. They are meant to be 
taken not as dogma, but as a set of commonly understood values. 

12  pr inc ipl es
other  stuff  onother  stuff  on
the  paddockthe  paddock

Ice 
The only thing that we sell on site. It’ll cost $5 per 
bag, so please bring a small amount of cash for 
this. Ice will be available between 11am and 2pm 
each day at the Rangers HQ. 

Lost & Found
Looking for any items you may have lost along 
the way? There’s a high chance it will be right 
where you left it, but if it’s been a while and you 
are still on the hunt, our self serve Lost and 
Found box is located next to the info booth at 
the Heart.

Blow Me first
Facilitating on the front line of events Australia-
wide, Blow Me First is the leading intoxication 
information and education based service. 
Operating since 2010, they have been exploring 
innovative and practical solutions to ensure 
patron safety and wellbeing at events. Blow Me 
First’s aim is to promote safe social environments 
by raising awareness amongst consumers to 
understand their level of intoxication, and make 
informed choices based on that knowledge. 
Forming a friendly conversation in a positive 
context about the effects of inebriates, and the 
dangers of associated behaviours, empowers 
festival-goers to make responsible decisions.
Blow Me First will be located at the gate greeters 
area on Sunday and Monday to give access to 
breath tests & saliva swabs, and will be available 
on Saturday for chats. Please bring cash for this 
service. 
Saliva swab tests will be $25 and alcohol breath 
tests will be $3. 
So please - be safe and get tested before you 
depart the Paddock.

safety and  respectsafety and  respect

Red Wristbands
Consent is at the forefront of our media policy and 
must be acquired before capturing or publishing 
any photos or videos from the event. If you do not 
want your photo taken, red wristbands are a clear 
indicator for photographers. They can be collected 
at gate.

Driving
There is a strict speed limit of 10km/h on the 
Paddock. This limit applies to whether you’re 
entering/exiting or have a registered ModCar. The 
roads in our city are not accustomed to heavy traffic, 
drive slowly and carefully and follow instructions 
of traffic marshalls. Once you’ve parked and set 
up camp you MUST NOT MOVE YOUR VEHICLES 
DURING THE EVENT. Site will also be shut down to 
all traffic during periods of heavy rainfall. 

Rangers
Mediators of public safety and providers of 
information, they can be found at Ranger HQ.

Earth Guardians
For all of your eco-friendly, green and LNT advice, 
and to collect your Green Tag at the end of the event. 

Fire
All sources of fire must be pre-approved by FLAME.

Mishaps and Emergencies
Don’t forget to ALWAYS wear shoes on the paddock 
and to exercise duty of care for yourself and others. 
In the event of an EMERGENCY or if something 
goes wrong, find a Ranger or First Aid Medic and 
notify them.  

If the situation is life threatening, call 000 
immediately and proceed to HQ on the map.
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- First and foremost, the Traditional Owners of the land upon which we gather 
and its surrounds, in particular proud Bigambul woman Tanya Kirkegaar and the 
elders. It is truly our privilege to be welcomed so warmly onto Country. 

- Queensland Park and Wildlife Service, Goondiwindi Regional Council, and 
the Inglewood Community Advisory Network for their ongoing guidance and 
support.

- Local emergency services for their work to ensure we create a safe and 
inclusive event for all.

- The town and community of Inglewood, where we have been made to feel so 
welcome.

- All of the amazing volunteers who gift their time, skills, and energy year-round 
and during the event to make Modifyre what it is.

- The Event Production Team who work tirelessly for fifty-one weeks of the year 
to create just one week of magic. You are all incredible humans.

- The BURN Arts management committee for their commitment to the growth 
and development of participatory arts in southeast Queensland.

Thank  you:Thank  you:

Th is  event  gu ide  was  Brought  to  you  by:Th is  event  gu ide  was  Brought  to  you  by:

 And YOU, the participants. Every input of human energy has a direct output in 
the world we create. So it follows that without your participation, the world that 
we have created -this event and the community around it- would simply cease  
to be. 


